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is t-lie origin of the right claimed ? Assuming there 
was a cuBtoin, tlie custom miist be reasonable: Gale on 
Easements,, 8 th Ed., p. 3 : K m r  Sen v. Mamman (1).

Bahn Baidya NaiJi Datta {B obu  A tulya  Gharan B ose, Bobu  
Mam OJmndra M ajum dar and Bahu Beer Ghandra D utt with 
him), for the respondents. It was a user from time immemo-' 
rial. The Court; was Justified in inferring grant. The case{l) 
cited by the appellants is in my favour.

M a c le a n  C.J. As regards this appeal, two questions arise: 
first, whether there was an easement acquired by the plaintiffs 
in, this suit to hold something in the nature of a musical festival 
once or twice a year on the plot of ground which is the subject 
of dispute; and, sexomlly, whether the plaintiffs acquired a 
right of way to carry their idols over this piece of land. As 
regards the first point, I think no such easement can properly 
exist; it cannot exist as an easement. There may have 
been a custom—a custom entitling them to hold a fcirte,”  
a sort of religious concert on the piece of land. But that is 
not the case set up. We do not think there can properly be 
what is known as an easement, such as the plaintiffs claim. 
This appeal, therefore, succeeds on this point. As regards 
the other question, the Court below seems to have thought 
that it was established that the plaintiffs had been exercising 
a right of way over the plot of ground for the purpose of carry
ing idols one or two days a year. But there does not seem to 
be any particular track : the people carrying the idols some- 
tinges along one track and sometimes another; but always 
across this strip of ground. The lower Court has given the 
defendants an opportunity of showing in execution proceed
ings that there is a definite track, or to have a definite track 
marked out, wliich the plaintiffs must follow for the purpose 
of carrying idols. That is in favour of the defendants. I 
think the Court below was right and we cannot interfere. 
The result is that so much of the decree of the Court below as 
deals with the question of easement, that is to say, the right

(i) (i895) I, h. B. 17 4U. 87.




